
JESSE’s JOURNEY
Jesse C Clarkson started playing tennis at the age of five in
Burgess Park, Southwark, South London. When many others in the
area were taking to football something drew Jesse to tennis. He
picked up a racket and hasn’t stopped…

The game has inspired a work ethic into Jesse and coupled with
his undoubted ability he has already achieved a lot Nationally
and represented GB Internationally. But he doesn’t want to stop
here and aspires to compete at all the Gram Slams and reach
the top 10 in the world.

His father Edward has fed him 000’s of balls in Burgess Park
through morning and night to help him hone his talent and he
supports his son as best as he can.

“Jesse is very passionate and competitive
and loves to work hard” (Edward, Jesse’s father)

Having reached the level Jesse has already, he receives funded
training at the LTA Regional Player Development Centre at
Reed’s School in Surrey. Living in Camberwell and schooling in
Waterloo means a short underground trip, a train journey out of
London and a 3 mile round trip walk through Oxshott woods to
get the time on court with the best training he can. Jesse and his
mum do this three times a week, when others simply hop in their
car and drive down the A3 conserving energy. This journey takes
Jesse from his home in the bottom 30% most deprived areas of
England to train in the top 12% in the country. A relatively short
trip, but the journey to achieve his goals and dreams are long.

OUR OPPORTUNITY
Young Jesse didn’t choose to be good at tennis, nor did he
choose to start working hard and pursuing his dream. It just
happened and young kids must be encouraged to follow their
dreams, right? Well in tennis, it’s not quite that simple. Young
players aren’t aware of the costs involved, and parents regretfully
become more aware as the weekend trips mount up, the racket
strings start breaking weekly and as the young player starts to rise
the rankings the airfares and training costs take over. Tennis
players don’t have contracts or play for teams with budgets –
you’re on your own and have to rely on the ‘cherry picked’ NGB
support, any private funding one is lucky to get and more often
than not family support. Imagine the costs involved for a young
player and their family when they are cornered into going on a
weekend away 50% of the time. Imagine a junior transitioning into
full-time tennis and needing to spend over £15,000 per year on
travel costs alone, not to mention training, coaching, equipment
and living expenses.

Tennis is predominantly a middle class sport, with young 
pretenders who have privileges that more deserving cases 

may not have. Without even knowing it, young Jesse is ripping 
up the class divide.

But to break through he’ll need some support…

PPS SUPPORT

PPS is a charity that look to get the best out of young
people through sport. Supporting young sportspeople
with the right attitude, who wouldn’t have had the
chance otherwise. Here, we have a young tennis player
who is fits the criteria, desperately wants to be a success,
loves everything about pursuing it with a family who want
to give him that chance.
On the referral of his coaching team at Reed’s Tennis
School we were happy to offer an Individual Support
Programme to support him along the way.

WHAT DID JESSE RECEIVE?

Financial support
We sourced and funded individual coaching that Jesse
and his family couldn’t cover. This is an essential piece to
his programme to aid his technical and tactical
development.

“Jesse is an athlete with raw natural talent and ability. 
Receiving 1-on-1 attention is the solution to eventually 
fulfilling his potential. The sessions also provide him with 

time to talk, provide a corner stone for his future 
development and build his confidence”

(Jimmy, individual coach)

Mentorship
Jesse receives individual mentorship from James Feaver
(PPS Director). As an ex-professional tennis player, James
can relate to what Jesse is going through, listen to
struggles, explore ideas and find answers together for
Jesse to carry on his journey.

Additional support
PPS raised some additional funding to purchase a
stringing machine for Jesse’s father Edward. Their previous
machine broke, and by providing this essential piece of
equipment it will save the Clarkson’s over £1,200 per year
in re-stringing costs.
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With this support, Jesse will have what he needs in place 
to get the best out of himself and thrive as a person.

WIDER IMPACT
• More access to essential individual coaching…

• A fairer playing field for young sportspeople who want 
to advance their career…

• Easing financial pressures on The Clarkson family and 
helping them to support Jesse

• Improving well being through individual mentorship
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